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Dear Parents and Carers

Arrangements For GCSE And A Level Examinations In 2022

In September, Ofqual and the Department for Education set out the support that will be available for
students taking their examinations next summer in response to the disruption to education caused by
the pandemic. On Thursday 11 November we received further details regarding this and I urge you
and your child to read the Open Letter to Students from Ofqual’s Chief regulator Jo Saxton and
watch this video about the grading system that is going to be used.

One of the main aspects that I mentioned in my letter in October were the contingency arrangements
if formal examinations are not possible; the final decisions surrounding this approach have now been
published by Ofqual. In summary, if the 2022 examinations cannot go ahead due to further Covid
disruption, grades will be determined by teachers using a Teacher Assessed Grade (TAG) approach.
However, the government is clear that students entering GCSEs or A Levels in 2022 should expect to
take the examinations in the summer. Therefore they are taking a cautious approach and have
provided guidance for teaching staff on what they should start to collect as evidence should
examinations be cancelled.

Oqual has decided at this point to implement the proposals set out in their consultation, but are clear
that examination centres should only be required to develop centre policies for the awarding of TAGs
if examinations are cancelled. Ofqual has also not taken any other decisions about the quality
assurance arrangements that would be used for TAGs in 2022, or about how appeals would work.
This is because the quality assurance process and the appeals process would both be decided in part
by the timing of any decision to cancel examinations and the reason for that decision, including any
public health restrictions in place at the time.

At Rickmansworth School we are in a fortunate position that we already have a robust internal mock
examination procedures and we already adhere to the guidance that Ofqual has published, namely
that students should:

● Be assessed under examination-like conditions wherever possible
● Work independently and without assistance (other than as required for a reasonable

adjustment)
● Not have access to books or revision notes and the assessment should be timed and

supervised
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We are aware that some students have been absent for COVID-related reasons during the recent
GCSE mock examinations and foresee that some A Level students may potentially be absent during
their future mock examinations. As such we are currently finalising  how we can enable students a
reasonable opportunity to complete mock examinations if students are absent for COVID-related
illness. Furthermore, although we have scheduled two mock examination sessions this year for both
GCSE and A Level, Ofqual has suggested that another may be required to  take place around the first
half of the summer term. Again we are investigating how we can implement this using learning from
the TAG process last year and we will be back in contact in the new year with further information if
required.

Finally, Ofqual in their guidance to examination centres have stated that students need to know that
any marking and grading the school has undertaken has not been quality assured, and as such any
grade supplied to students to indicate the level at which the student has performed (or is currently
working at) is not a TAG. It is not also possible for a teacher to determine a TAG unless Ofqual has set
specific guidance on the determination of TAGs for 2022, which they will only do if examinations are
cancelled.

Yours sincerely

Mr R Titley
Assistant Headteacher


